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VAL DI FIEMME 2013: 200 DAYS TO GO
ITALIAN NATIONAL TEAM VISITS THE XC STADIUM 

In 200 days the FIS Nordic World Ski Championships 2013
Val di Fiemme ready to welcome world’s best skiers
Italians visited the cross country stadium and…took notes
FIS Summer Grand Prix NC to be staged at the end of August


Italy’s Val di Fiemme keeps marching towards the FIS Nordic World Ski Championships 2013 and today the countdown reads 200 days to the start. 
From 20 February to 3 March 2013 the alpine valley at the foot of majestic Dolomites will be hosting its third Nordic World Ski Championships in just 22 years, and world's best cross-country skiers, ski jumpers and nordic combined athletes get ready to the big Italian event.  
“In 200 days we’ll be welcoming the entire world here”, said Nordic Ski Fiemme OC president Pietro De Godenz, “the venues are ready and we successfully tested them during the pre-worlds last winter. We are preparing a fantastic two-week event and invite everybody to take part in it and enjoy.” 
Italian XC National team visited Val di Fiemme yesterday, and took a close look at the stadium where they will be competing in less than seven months. 
Valerio Checchi, Roland Clara, Giorgio Di Centa, David Hofer, Thomas Moriggl, Fabio Pasini, Federico Pellegrino, Fulvio Scola, Debora Agreiter, Elisa Brocard, Veronica Cavallar, Virginia De Martin Topranin, Greta Laurent, Marina Piller, Silvia Rupil and Gaia Vuerich reached Val di Fiemme by bike as they were all on a training camp in Valle di Ledro, something like 130 km far south from Val di Fiemme. It was not exactly a relaxing ride then for the Azzurri squad, who were welcomed at the XC arena by the 2006 Olympic gold medallist Cristian Zorzi, accompanied by president of the Italian Ski Federation (FISI) Flavio Roda and vice-president Alberto Piccin. The Italians took a close look at the tracks in order to better prepare their races next winter.  
Last January and February Val di Fiemme hosted Tour de Ski finals, male and female Ski Jumping World Cups and Nordic Combined World Cup, and next 29 August leg 3 of the FIS Summer Grand Prix NC will take place in Predazzo (SJ stadium and city centre). The Nordic Ski Fiemme team aims to fix the very last details, before the winter season kicks off and before the Worlds commence in exactly 200 days.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com" www.fiemme2013.com 
 

